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Abstract
This paper proposes an enhanced discrete-time Markov chain algorithm in pre-
dicting dominant speaker(s) for multipoint video communication system in the
presence of transient speech. The proposed algorithm exploits statistical prop-
erties of the past speech patterns to accurately predict the dominant speaker
for the next time state. Non-linear weights-based coefficients are employed in
the enhanced Markov chain for both the initial state vector and transition prob-
ability matrix. These weights significantly improve the time taken to predict
a new dominant speaker during a conference session. In addition, a mecha-
nism to dynamically modify the size of the transition probability matrix win-
dow/container is introduced to improve the adaptability of the Markov chain
towards the variability of speech characteristics. Simulation results indicate that
for an 11 conference participants test scenario, the enhanced Markov chain pre-
diction algorithm registered an 85% accuracy in predicting a dominant speaker
when compared to an ideal case where there is no transient speech. Misclas-
sification of dominant speakers due to transient speech was also reduced by
87%.
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1. Introduction
Multipoint video communication (MVC) captures and transmits twoway au-
dio signals and motion images in real-time across vast distances and different
time zones. It serves as a mean to bring us closer together albeit being physically
apart, hence increasing the efficiency in human communication. This motivates5
MVC to continuously evolve through improvements in real-time video delivery
codecs, high speed intercontinental networks and advanced computing archi-
tectures. Today, MVC is matured enough be deployed in a wireline network
environment where a high quality of service (QoS) is sustainable for an immer-
sive user experience. On top of that, MVC is rapidly trending towards mobile10
wireless environment, largely contributed by the increasing popularity of the
mobile office concept [15, 8]. For instance, MVC plays a pivotal role in enabling
an immersive platform for boardroom meetings on the move.
To this end, a mobile MVC relies on a wireless internet infrastructure. This
reliance, however, is by no means challenge-free as operating in a mobile en-15
vironment has its constrains. One such constrain applies to limited network
bandwidth especially when a large number of mobile users are simultaneously
connected. To guarantee fair bandwidth utilization, mobile operators may be
compelled to implement congestion control techniques. However, this may lead
to a throttled [4] or capped bandwidth [5, 36, 23, 18]. In turn, this gives lower20
bit rates to a subscriber who could have otherwise experienced a high QoS equiv-
alent to a wireline network. The risk of a throttled/capped bandwidth during
a lengthy MVC session requires the need to regulate its bandwidth consump-
tion. With proper regulation, a mobile MVC system is able to extend its usage
duration with high QoS that is equivalent to a wireline network.25
One method here is to implement an unequal bitrate distribution of video
streams to each conference participant, whereby the loudest speaker/s is/are
allocated with a higher portion of a regulated bandwidth (i.e., speaker selection)
[9]. Typically in a MVC session, the viewers attention would be focused to the
client who is speaking in a talkspurt, which is referred to as the dominant30
speaker. Therefore, a speaker selection process allocates a higher percentage of
regulated bandwidth to the dominant speaker. The impact of this allocation
works in two ways. First, in continuous presence based MVC systems, the
dominant speaker is allocated with significant portions of a regulated bandwidth,
which translates into higher coding rates and improved audio and visual clarity.35
Second, in voice activated switching MVC systems, on top of higher coding
rates, the dominant speaker is also allocated with larger portions of the display
resolution [10].
However, MVC systems, especially in the presence of a large number of con-
nected participants exhibits variability in speech characteristics. A significant40
portion of this variability is due to transient speech or noise patterns. A tran-
sient speech is defined as a burst of speech lasting for a very short duration,
which may be mistaken for a dominant speaker (henceforth referred to as false
dominant speaker). Critically, the false classification of a dominant speaker re-
sults in incorrect unequal bitrate distribution such that the genuine dominant45
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speaker is allocated with a smaller rate density and subsequently reduced audio
and visual clarity. The impact is more significant in voice activated switching
based video communication systems where false detection of a dominant speaker
would result in false switching between speakers on a display system. It is unde-
niable that for a regulated network bandwidth, the speaker selection process is50
crucial in a MVC system. Nevertheless, the variability of speech characteristics
necessitates a method to minimize the impact of transient speech in misclassi-
fying a dominant speaker and its consequent incorrect bitrate distribution.
Therefore, in this paper, an enhanced discrete-time Markov chain algorithm
is proposed to predict dominant speaker(s) in a MVC system. First, this algo-55
rithm analyzes the loudness (or amplitude) of speaker(s) at each client endpoint
in a conference session to determine the loudest speaker at a specific point of
time. The loudest speaker at current and previous points of time are then eval-
uated to predict the dominant speaker. The aim here is to maximize prediction
accuracy of a dominant speaker and minimize the impact of transient speech60
on false dominant speaker classification. The contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:
1. A discrete Markov chain algorithm is applied to analyze statistical prop-
erties of past speech patterns of the loudest speakers at the present time65
to accurately predict the dominant speaker for the next time state;
2. Non-linear weights-based coefficients are assigned for both the initial state
vector and transition probability matrix of a Markov chain, which signif-
icantly improve the responsiveness of the algorithm towards changes in
dominant speakers, and;70
3. An original mechanism that dynamically modifies the size of a transition
probability matrix container is implemented, whereby a confidence inter-
val parameter is utilized to determine an ideal container size during a
conference session. This method improves the adaptability of the Markov
chain algorithm towards the variability in speech characteristics. The pro-75
posed enhanced discrete-time Markov chain algorithm is able to reliably
predict a dominant speaker and significantly reduce misclassification of
dominant speakers in the presence of transient speech.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related
work. Section 3 formulates the problem description in dominant speaker iden-80
tification with Section 4 describing the enhanced Markov chain algorithm with
weights-based coefficients. Section 5 models an adaptive transition matrix con-
tainer. Section 6 describes the simulation environment. Section 7 analyzes the
performance of the enhanced Markov Chain algorithm and Section 8 concludes
this paper.85
2. Related Work
A multitude of research have been undertaken to identify a dominant speaker
as a basic mechanism of social interaction, who would then lead the group con-
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versation and becomes the focus of the conversation [17]. In fact, dominant
speaker detection represents a subset of speaker diarization [1]. Table 1 sum-90
marizes related work to this research. Earlier work in this field was based on a
psychological perspective whereby the level of social psychological influence of
each participant in a meeting were calculated and ranked, with the most domi-
nant person recognized as the one with the highest influence level [20, 27, 28].
Aside from a psychological perspective, audio and video features plus nonverbal95
activity cues were also applied in recognizing the most dominant speaker in a
face-to-face (or physical) meeting [14, 13, 16].
The aforementioned work on dominant speaker recognition were focused for
group/physical meetings within a single locality. However, when multiple local-
ities are factored in for a virtual meeting through the use of a MVC system, the100
purpose in identifying a dominant speaker differs from the aforementioned work.
Specifically, in voice activated switching based MVC systems, a common aim is
evident in comparison to the aforementioned work where the identified domi-
nant speaker is allocated with a larger portion of screen resolution representing
the focus of the conversation. However, for both continuous presence and voice105
activated switching based MVC systems, identifying a dominant speaker allows
the conference engine to optimize data traffic for conference participants in the
presence of a regulated network bandwidth.
In addition, identifying a dominant speaker requires periodical analysis of
conversational patterns from different clients and the ensuing unequal rate con-110
trol. The rate control typically applies a form of foveating such that the vi-
sual clarity of a dominant speaker will appear sharper, relative to the non-
dominant speakers [29]. Research into unequal rate control for a dominant
speaker applied dynamic bit allocation and dynamic region of interest transcod-
ing [31, 32, 19, 11]. These methods function on the presumption that a MVC115
session would typically have one or two active (or dominant) speakers at one
time. The dominant speakers are identified purely based on analyzing the level
of motion activity of a coded participant stream. The concern here is that these
methods rely solely on motion activities of a speakers transmitted video frame,
which may be inadequate given that high motion activity does not necessarily120
indicate that a participant is a dominant speaker.
Hence, research was shifted towards using audio information to identify a
dominant speaker during a MVC session. A typical approach was to compute the
average amplitude of samples from each input audio channel at a target time
interval. The speaker with the largest average amplitude is classified as the125
dominant speaker [34]. However, this method is susceptible towards the impact
of environmental noise in an audio channel. To improve resistance towards noise,
enhancements were applied by incorporating an automatic gain controller, which
includes a weighted computation of current and past average amplitude samples
from each input audio channel [22, 3]. Alternatively, analytics were also applied130
in each audio channel to detect speech activities [24, 35].
Although speech detection techniques isolate noise from speech content, the
usage of instantaneous instead of long term-properties of audio information risks
misclassifying a dominant speaker. For instance, if a non-dominant speaker
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barges into an ongoing conference conversation at a particular time interval to135
the extent that the non-dominant speakers speech signal constitutes the highest
amplitude among other speakers, this speaker would then be classified as a
dominant speaker. In actuality though, the burst is only temporary and does
not necessarily warrant a dominant speaker switch. The usage of long term
audio information properties have been used for voice activity detection [30, 26,140
25, 6, 7], but these properties were not originally considered in identifying a
dominant speaker.
To this end, Volfin & Cohen proposed a dominant speaker identification
method using long term audio information by evaluating speech activity of dif-
ferent lengths [33]. Specifically, speech activity scores of each conference speaker145
are evaluated for the immediate, medium and long time intervals. These scores
are used as parameters to a likelihood function in a loglikelihood ratio compu-
tation, which are then compared with a set of pre-defined thresholds to identify
a dominant speaker. A second score evaluation procedure using hidden Markov
model in the likelihood function was also considered to detect the presence of150
speech. The tolerable transition delay from one dominant speaker to a new
dominant speaker is set at 1 second(s). Hence, the observed time frame of an
audio information does not exceed the 1s boundary. Obviously, if a speaker
accidentally interrupts the conversation (e.g., coughing, laughter) of a domi-
nant speaker to the extent that the speech burst lasts beyond 1s, this algorithm155
would classify the source of the transient speech as a dominant speaker. Another
factor often overlooked would be the conversation exchange between conference
participants. As highlighted above, the general presumption is that one or two
participants are active at specific times during a MVC session. Based on this
presumption, a dominant speaker identification algorithm needs to be able to160
analyze conversational patterns between speakers, enabling it to classify a barge
in by another speaker as either a genuine conversational response to the current
dominant speaker or as transient speech.
While the aforementioned literature lay a solid groundwork in dominant
speaker identification, the fact of the matter is that the variability in speech165
characteristics means that it would be infeasible to fix the size of a transient
speech length. It is vital that a dominant speaker identification algorithm is able
to reliably classify a dominant speaker under varying transient speech lengths,
and this issue remains unresolved even in the context of speaker diarization [1].
Therefore, this paper utilizes a discrete-time Markov chain algorithm to evalu-170
ate current and past speech activities of conference participants in identifying
a dominant speaker. To emphasize, in the aforementioned literature, Markov
chains were used for speech detection. In this paper, the Markov chain is used
to determine the transition of dominant speakers over a timeframe larger than
1s. Crucially, the proposed enhanced Markov chain algorithm is able to reliably175
classify a dominant speaker under varying transient speech lengths. The follow-
ing sections formulate the problem statement, Markov chain implementation
and the proposed enhancements.
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Table 1: Summary of related work
Author/citation
Environment
(Physical Meeting,
Virtual Meeting)
Objective Method
Jie
and Peng, 2010 [17]
Physical Meeting
Social
interaction analysis
Psychological
analysis
Mast,
2002 [20]
Physical Meeting
Psychological
influence
Inference
through speaking duration
Rienks
and Heylen, 2005 [27]
Physical Meeting
Psychological
influence
Verbal
and nonverbal activity cues
detection
Rienks
et al., 2006 [28]
Physical Meeting
Psychological
influence
Verbal
and nonverbal activity cues
detection
Hung
et al., 2007 [14]
Physical Meeting
Psychological
influence
Audio
and video features, and nonverbal
activity cues
Hung
et al., 2008 [13]
Physical Meeting
Psychological
influence
Audio
and video features, and nonverbal
activity cues
Jayagopi
et al., 2009 [16]
Physical Meeting
Psychological
influence
Audio
and video features, and nonverbal
activity cues
Sun
et al., (1997) [31]
Virtual Meeting
Speaker
selection
Coded
domain video stitching
Sun
et al., (1998) [32]
Virtual Meeting
Speaker
selection
Dynamic
bit allocation
Lin
et al., (2003) [19]
Virtual Meeting
Speaker
selection
Dynamic
region of interest transcoding
Fung
et al., (2004) [11]
Virtual Meeting
Speaker
selection
Frame
skipping transcoder
Xing
et al., (2005) [34]
Virtual Meeting
Speaker
selection
Adaptive
audio mixing
Nagata
et al., (2006) [22]
Virtual Meeting
Speaker
selection
Auto
gain controller
Baskaran
et al., (2010) [3]
Virtual Meeting
Speaker
selection
Auto
gain controller
Ramrez
et al., (2007) [24]
Virtual Meeting
Speaker
selection
Speech
recognition
Xu
et al., (2006) [35]
Virtual Meeting
Speaker
selection
Silence
suppression
Sohn
et al., (1999) [30]
Virtual Meeting
Voice
activity detection
Statistical
model technique
Ramrez
et al., (2004) [26]
Virtual Meeting
Voice
activity detection
Long
term speech information
Ramrez
et al., (2005) [25]
Virtual Meeting
Voice
activity detection
Multiple
observation likelihood ratio test
Dove
et al. (2015) [6]
Virtual Meeting
Voice
activity detection
Diffusion
maps
Dove
et al. (2016) [7]
Virtual Meeting
Voice
activity detection
Kernel
method
Volfin
et al. (2013) [33]
Virtual Meeting
Dominant
speaker identification
Loglikelihood
method
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Figure 1: Sample distribution of loudest speaker for 3 clients in a conference session at each
t, up to t = 15 seconds.
3. Problem Formulation
This section formulates a method to identify a loudest speaker at a time180
interval and argues the susceptibility of this method towards misclassification
errors due to varying transient speech lengths. Table 2 summarizes the list of
notations that are applied in the current following sections of this paper. Let S
be a finite set of states representing the various clients in a MVC session. At
any time t, the dominant speaker is a random variable Xt, where t is a series of185
discrete time points in a parametric time space T, such that t0 < t1 < · · · < ti <
· · · < tn ∈ T. Fig. 1 illustrates a sample time chart of 3 clients in a conference
session with S = {A,B,C}.
A time duration of 15 seconds is illustrated, separated into one-second time
intervals. At each t, the loudest speaker Xt is identified such that this speaker190
will be allocated with a majority of available network bandwidth. The iden-
tification of loudest speaker at time t can be achieved via several methods, as
discussed in the aforementioned section. Here, a gain controller algorithm is
applied where a gain function Gkt (j) is defined such that for ∀sj ∈ S,
Gkt (j) =
1
L
(
Akt (j)∑
z∈S\{sj}
Akt (z)
+
L−1∑
l=1
Gk−lt (j)
)
(1)
and Akt (j) =
1
M
(
M−1∑
i=0
φk(j, i)
)
(2)
Gkt (j) is the normalized gain of sj for the k-th audio packet, where
∑
i∈S
Gkt (j) = 1.195
Akt (j) is the average amplitude (i.e., channel power) of the audio samples of sj
in k-th audio packet. φk(j, i) is the i-th sample in the k-th packet of sj and
M represents the number of samples in an audio packet. In Fig. 1, M = 160
for a given sampling rate of 8 kHz (i.e., 8000 samples/sec). The audio stream
transmission is typically based on a real-time transport protocol (RTP) with200
each RTP packet having a length of 20ms. As such, based on a 1s sampling
interval, k = 50t. Equation (1) aligns the gain based on the greatest channel
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Table 2: Summary of notations applied in this paper
Notations Description
S Set of clients in a multipoint video communi-
cation session.
sj j-th client video, sj ∈ S .
T Parametric time space, t ∈ S.
Gkt (j) Normalized gain of sj for the k-th audio
packet.
Akt (j) Average amplitude of the audio samples of sj
in the k-th audio packet.
Xt Loudest speaker at time t.
pi(t) State probability vector at time t.
Pij(t) One-step transition probability at time t.
P(t) One-step transition probability matrix at time
t.
ISV C Set of indices of elements in a state vector con-
tainer.
ITMC Set of indices of elements in a transition ma-
trix container.
IOSV C Set of indices of elements in an observed state
vector container.
Wsj (i) Weighting function of each sj at the i-th index
in a state vector container, where i ∈ ISV C
Dt Dominant speaker at time t.
c(t) Size of transition matrix container at time t.
u(t) Number of older (or earlier) elements which
are either factored into or removed from the
TMC at time t.
obspi(t) Observed (obs) state vector at time t.
Q(t) Set of transition matrix container sizes at time
t, where Q = {c(t)−u(t), c(t), c(t)+u(t)} and
ql ∈ Q(t).
qlϕ(t) Average of the predicted state probability vec-
tors.
dl Distance between an observed state vector,
obspi(t + v) and the average state probability
vectors, qlϕ(t).
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power of an endpoint client. This equation also factors in L packets in computing
the loudest speaker at t by using a moving average window, where L represents
the size of this window. Since sampling interval is 1s, L = 50. The computed205
Gkt (j) would typically be multiplied with sj during an audio mixing process.
However, Gkt (j) is used here to determine the loudest speaker Xt. Here, the
endpoint client (i.e., sj) with the highest G
k
t (j) at time t is determined as the
loudest speaker. As such,
Xt = sj∗(t) (3)
where
j∗(t) = argmax
j
(Gkt (j)) (4)
Using (1), Fig. 1 illustrates an arbitrary set of Gkt (j) at t. The primary210
limitation of the aforementioned method in identifying a loudest speaker is based
on the lack of reference to the current and past speech activities beyond a 1s
duration period. In Fig. 1, the transition of the loudest speaker from client
A to C at t = 3s and back to A at t = 4s would suggest that at t = 3s, the
identification of client C as the loudest speaker is actually a transient speech (i.e.,215
false dominant speaker classification). Consequently, between t = 3s and t = 4s,
client C would be allocated with a significant portion of available bandwidth
or screen resolution instead of the actual dominant speaker (i.e., client A). A
similar pattern is also observed at t = 11s, in which client B is identified as
the loudest speaker for 2 seconds. The smaller speech length ratio of client B220
to that of the overall speech duration (i.e., from t = 1s to t = 15s) would also
suggest that that at t = 11s, the identification of client B as the loudest speaker
is actually a transient speech. To address this issue, the current and past speech
activities need to be evaluated on a larger timeframe in classifying a dominant
speaker.225
A straightforward approach to address the impact of transient speech on false
dominant speaker identification would be to apply a basic state vector container
(SVC) in computing a probability that corresponds to the transitioning of voice
priority from one dominant speaker to another. Fig. 1 includes a SVC in
identifying a dominant speaker. At the start of each t, the loudest speaker Xt,230
is identified using (1). The identified Xt is then moved into the SVC. Data in
this container are used to generate a state probability vector at time t, denoted
as pi(t), where
∑
i∈S
pii(t) = 1. The size of the SVC (denoted by SV Csize) can
be adjusted to provide for a smaller or larger sample of past loudest speakers.
At each t, the earliest Xt entry is omitted from the container to allow for the235
latest Xt entry, representing a simple first in first out (FIFO) data structure. In
computing the probability of each state in pi(t), a constant weighting function
is defined such that for ∀sj ∈ S,
Wsj (i) =
{
1, ifXti = sj , i ∈ ISV C
0, otherwise
(5)
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where ISV C represents the set of indices of elements in the SVC, with i = 1 and
i = SV Csize being the oldest element and most recent elements, respectively.240
This means that by using (5), a client with a high number of Xt entries into a
SVC at time t will equally have a higher weight allocation. Equation (5) is then
used to compute each element of pi(t) by
pisj (t) =
∑
i∈ISVC
Wsj (i)
/ ∑
i∈ISVC ,sk∈S
Wsk(i) (6)
The dominant speaker, Dt is determined by identifying the client with the
largest probability distribution in pi(t), which is expressed as245
Dt = sj∗(t) (7)
where
j∗(t) = argmax
j
(pisj (t)) (8)
In the sample illustration of Fig. 1, at t = 15s, pi(15) =
A B C
[0.50 0.20 0.30]
and hence D15 = A. Based on this outcome and even although X15 = C, from
t = 15s to t = 16s, client A is classified as the dominant speaker. At t = 16s,
this process is repeated where X16 is computed, which is then pushed into the
SVC to compute pi(16) and subsequently D16.250
Note that a similar case is also observed at t = 11s and t = 12s whereby
Client A remains as the dominant speaker in spite of X11 = X12 = B (i.e.,
pi(12) =
A B C
[0.70 0.20 0.10]
). The two second speech duration of client B
translates into a smaller probability distribution in pi(12), which is insufficient
to classify this duration as a dominant speaker.255
The limitation of this method is the potentially longer time required to
transit from one dominant speaker to another. In Fig. 1, if client C remains
as the loudest speaker, it would take 5 seconds for this client to be eventually
determined as the dominant speaker at t = 17s. From a subjective perspective,
this delay may not have a significant impact for continuous presence based260
video communication systems. However, the impact could be visible for a voice
activated switching video communication system, where a viewer would need to
wait for 5 seconds to observe a switch to client C as the dominant speaker. A
quick fix would be to reduce the size of SVC to allow for a faster response in a
speaker switch. However, a smaller SVC would risk not being able to counter265
transient speech content, which is undesirable. The aim here is for a method
that can reliably predict a dominant speaker with smaller transition delays from
one dominant speaker to the next, but at the same time minimize the impact
of transient speech in misclassification of a dominant speaker.
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4. Weighted Markov Chain for Dominant Speaker Prediction270
To minimize both the transition delay and misclassification of a dominant
speaker, a Markov chain is applied here, which represents a discrete-time stochas-
tic process [37] whereby the conditional probability distribution for Xt+1 is de-
fined as
P {Xt+1 = j|Xt = i} , Pij(t) (9)
where i, j ∈ S, 0 < Pij(t) < 1 and
|S|−1∑
j=0
Pij(t) = 1. Pij(t) represents a one-step275
transition probability at time t, which denotes the probability that the Markov
chain, when in state i, moves next into state j one unit of time later (i.e., t+ 1).
Since |S| is finite, a one-step transition probability matrix, P(t) is used to define
the Markov chain where P(t) = (Pij(t)) , i, j ∈ S. The initial state vector, pi(0)
represents the probability distribution of the Markov chain when t = 0. Suppose280
pi(t) is known, then the state probability at time t+ 1 is predicted by
pij(t+ 1) =
|S|−1∑
i=0
pii(t)Pij(t) (10)
Given the speech variability in a MVC session, it would be infeasible to predict
with certainty the state of a Markov chain at a given point in the future. How-
ever, the statistical properties of the system’s future can be predicted, in which
these properties are computed and used here to identify a dominant speaker.285
Fig. 2 illustrates a sample time chart of a Markov chain implementation
for a conference session with 3 clients. At each t, the identified loudest speaker
Xt is moved into a SVC and a transition state matrix container (TMC). These
containers consist of the latest SV Csize and TMCsize loudest speakers respec-
tively. Both the SVC and TMC operate on a FIFO data structure. Fig. 2290
illustrate the case where SV Csize = 5 and TMCsize = 13. Data in the SVC is
used to compute the state probability vector at time t (i.e., pi(t)). Data in the
TMC are used to compute the state transition probability matrix, P(t). The
product of pi(t) and P(t) would result in a predicted state probability vector for
the next time instance, pi(t+1). To compute each element of pi(t), a non-linear295
weighting function is defined such that for ∀sj ∈ S,
Wsj (i) =


Wmin + (Wmax −Wmin)×
(
1−e
−α(i−imin)
imax−imin
1−e−α
)
,
ifXti = sj
0, otherwise
(11)
where i ∈ ISV C , ISV C having been defined after (5). Wmin and Wmax represent
the smallest and largest weights values, respectively, while imin and imax repre-
sent the smallest and largest indices in ISV C , respectively. Typically,Wmin = 1,
Wmax = SV Csize, imin = 1 and imax = SV Csize. α is the exponential decay300
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Figure 2: Sample population of SVC and TMC based on the loudest speaker at each t, up to
t = 15s. Non-linear weights are applied for each element in the SVC and TMC, with α = 0.9.
These weights increase the responsiveness of the Markov chain towards changes in dominant
speaker.
constant. Note that α 6= 0 and imin 6= imax. The weights are distributed such
that the most recent entry into SVC is assigned the largest weight, and these
weights decrease exponentially for older entries (see Fig. 2). Equation (11) is
then used to compute the state probabilities of pi(t) as in (6).
In computing the probability of each state transition in P(t), a second ex-305
ponential weighting function is defined as
Wsk→sj (i) =


Wmin + (Wmax −Wmin)×
(
1−e
−α(i−imin)
imax−imin
1−e−α
)
,
if (Xti , Xti−1) = (sj , sk)
0, otherwise
(12)
where i ∈ ITMC and ITMC represents the set of indices of elements in the TMC.
imin and imax represent the smallest and largest indices in ITMC , respectively.
Typically,Wmin = 1,Wmax = TMCsize − 1, imin = 1 and imax = TMCsize − 1.
Using (12), the state transition probabilities in P(t) are computed as310
Psksj (t) =
∑
i∈ITMC
Wsk→sj (i)
/ ∑
i∈ITMC ,sl∈ S
Wsk→sl(i) (13)
where sk, sj ∈ S . The aim here is to apply a non-linear rate of decay such that
weighting values for entries in the SVC and TMC rapidly decrease from the
most recent to the oldest. Wsj (i) and Wsk→sj (i) have been defined such that
these functions should be Wmax at i = imax and monotonically reduce to 1 at
i = 1. The value of α can be modified to control the rate of change for W (i).315
Finally, the predicted state probability vector at is obtained as
pi(t+ 1) = pi(t)P(t) (14)
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Using (13) and (14), Fig. 3 illustrates a state diagram of the transition probabil-
ity matrix based on the content of the TMC in Fig. 2 at t = 15s. In spite of a rel-
atively smaller number of client C’s inside the TMC (i.e., X3 = X13 = X14 = X15 = C),
the non-linear weight distribution applies a higher weight allocation for recent320
entries into the TMC, which in turn generates a larger transition probability
distribution for client C (i.e., Ps2s2 = 0.9589). As such, pi(16) denotes a largest
probability distribution value for client C. Based on the computed elements in
pi(t+ 1), the dominant speaker, Dt+1 is determined as:
Dt+1 = sj∗(t+1) (15)
where
j∗(t+ 1) = argmax
j
(pisj (t+ 1)) (16)
In contrast with (7), (15) predicts the dominant speaker at t+ 1 based on the325
statistical properties of the state probability vector and the transition probabil-
ity matrix at time t. Note that the non-linear weights distribution is suitable
for a larger sized TMC and SVC when analyzing longer conversational patterns
between different speakers. For a smaller sized SVC and TMC (see Fig. 2), a
constant or linear weights distribution is instead applicable, which was described330
as part of a preliminary work in [2].
The Markov chain based algorithm seems to suggest a faster response time
in transitioning from one dominant speaker to another. This is evident from
the sample case in Fig. 2 whereby client C is classified as the dominant speaker
at t = 14s, which represents a 2 second delay from the detection of client C as335
the loudest speaker at X13. Comparatively, in the preceding section, a basic
SVC would incur a 5 second delay in switching from client A to client C as the
dominant speaker. The difference here is attributed towards the properties of a
Markov chain algorithm that utilizes both a transition probability matrix and
a state probability vector to compute a predicted state probability vector.340
Fig. 4 illustrates the weighting function of (11) for various α, where Wmin =
imin = 1 and Wmax = imax = 49. Equation (11) reduces to a linear curve when
α = 0. When α > 0, the rate of increase for Wi is smaller than that of when
α < 0. Consequently, when α < 0, Wi rapidly increases as i increases. This in
turn contributes to a faster response time in identifying a new dominant speaker,345
but at the expense increasing the risk of false dominant speaker identification
due to transient speech. When α > 0, a slower rate of increase for Wi risk
increasing the response time in identifying a new dominant speaker, albeit being
more resilient towards the impact of transient speech patterns.
5. Dynamic Window for Adaptive Adjustment of Transition Proba-350
bility Matrix
Determining an appropriate size of the TMC (i.e., TMCsize), is a design
challenge. Setting a small TMCsize limits the observation to the more recent
speaker transition characteristics, which make future speech patterns having
13
Figure 3: Transition probability state diagram at t = 15s based on the sample Xt content in
the SVC and TMC of Fig. 2.
Figure 4: Linear and non-linear weight distribution at varying α values, withWmin = imin = 1
and Wmax = imax = 49.
a higher probability of emulating. This, however, is done at the expense of355
increased susceptibility towards misclassification of a dominant speaker in the
presence of transient speech. A larger TMCsize may mitigate this susceptibility,
but a large TMC will include older transition characteristics which may no
longer be valid for estimating future speech patterns.
In actuality, speech patterns in a MVC session are volatile for different num-360
bers of connected conference participants at any given session. Under these
circumstances, it would be infeasible to postulate a standard value for the con-
tainer size. Ideally, the size of the TMC should instead be periodically adjusted
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based on continuous analysis of the characteristics of a given speech pattern.
To that end, this section proposes a mechanism to dynamically modify the size365
of a TMC container during a MVC session, by periodically analyzing the differ-
ence between an observed state vector and a set of previously predicted state
vectors. The proposed method improves the adaptability of the Markov chain
algorithm towards variability of speech characteristics and further reduces the
time required to accurately identify the transition of one dominant speaker to370
another.
The concept in adaptively resizing the TMC is based on analyzing the differ-
ence between the observed state at time t and a set of previously predicted state
probability vectors deduced with a reduced, maintained and expanded TMC.
The TMC size yielding the predicted state probability vector that best matches375
the observed state is then used to compute the predicted state probability vector
for t+ v. Let c(t) be the TMCsize at time t. At any time t, three sets of in-
dices of elements in the TMC are generated, namely ITMC(c(t)−u(t)), ITMC(c(t)),
and ITMC(c(t)+u(t)). u(t) represents the number of older (or earlier) elements
which are either factored into or removed from the TMC at time t. Therefore,380
ITMC(c(t)−u(t)) represents a shortened TMC, ITMC(c(t)) a maintained TMC and
ITMC(c(t)+u(t)) an expanded TMC, all at time t. Based on these indices, the
state transition probabilities are now computed as
c(t)−u(t)Psksj (t) =
∑
i∈ITMC(c(t)−u(t))
Wsk→sj (i)∑
i∈ITMC(c(t)−u(t)) ,sl∈ S
Wsk→sl(i)
(17)
c(t)Psksj (t) =
∑
i∈ITMC(c(t))
Wsk→sj (i)∑
i∈ITMC(c(t)),sl∈ S
Wsk→sl(i)
(18)
c(t)+u(t)Psksj (t) =
∑
i∈ITMC(c(t)+u(t))
Wsk→sj (i)∑
i∈ITMC(c(t)+u(t)) ,sl∈ S
Wsk→sl(i)
(19)
To construct the observed state vector, an observed state vector container
(OSVC) of size v is used to store the most recent v loudest speakers. Let IOSV C385
represent the set of indices of elements in the OSVC. Note that the OSVC shares
similar properties to that of the SVC. However, the size of OSVC is typically
smaller, with constant weight distribution. Hence,
Wsj (i) =
{
1, ifXti = sj , i ∈ IOSV C
0, otherwise
(20)
Using (20), the elements of the observed state vector are
obspisj (t) =
∑
i∈IOSVC
Wsj (i)
/ ∑
i∈IOSV C ,sk∈S
Wsk(i) (21)
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Figure 5: Sample population of OSVC based on the loudest speaker at each v interval, from
t = 60s to t = 66s. The size of OSVC is fixed (i.e., v = 3).
for ∀sj ∈ S. The content of OSVC is updated for every v interval where v is390
also the size of OSVC. Specifically, Fig. 5 illustrates this behavior where at time
t+ v, the current OSVC content is erased and replaced with the loudest speakers
ranging from t+ 1 to t+ v. obspi(t), from 21 then is used to compare with a set
of previously predicted state probability vectors to determine a suitable value
for c(t). With c(t) known, a set of v predicted state probability vectors are395
computed over the timespan t + 1, t + 2, . . . t + v for each case of TMC size
c(t)− u(t), c(t) and c(t) + u(t). The predicted state probability vector at t+ n
may be deduced from pi(t) using the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations [37]
c(t)−u(t)
pi(t+ n) = pi(t)
[
c(t)−u(t)P(t)
]n
(22)
c(t)
pi(t+ n) = pi(t)
[
c(t)P(t)
]n
(23)
c(t)+u(t)
pi(t+ n) = pi(t)
[
c(t)+u(t)P(t)
]n
(24)
where 1 6 n 6 v and [.]n is the transition matrix multiplied by itself n times.
The output of (22)-(24) each represents a v dimensional vector respectively. For400
instance, if v = 3, the output of (22) represents three predicted state probability
vectors, c(t)−u(t)pi(t+1), c(t)−u(t)pi(t+2), c(t)−u(t)pi(t+3). Therefore, an average
of the predicted state probability vectors, is computed as
qlϕsj (t) =
∑
i∈ IOSVC
qlpisj (t+ i)
/ ∑
i∈ IOSVC ,sk∈ S
qlpisk(t+ i) (25)
where ql ∈ Q(t) and Q = {c(t)−u(t), c(t), c(t)+u(t)}. Equation (25) represents
the average predicted state probabilities leading up to t+ v. At time t+ v,405
these vectors will then be compared with obspi(t+ v) such that
dl(
obs
pi(t+ v), qlϕ(t)) =√∑
sj∈ S
((qlϕsj (t)−
obspisj (t+ v))
2
× obspisj (t+ v))
(26)
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Based on dl, c(t+ v) is determined to be
c(t+ v) = ql∗ (27)
where
l∗ = argmin
l
(dl) (28)
The size of the TMC is now set to c(t+ v) and will be used in constructing the
transition matrices to determine dominant speakersDt+v+1, Dt+v+2, . . . , Dt+2v.
The updated TMCsize remains fixed within the period of v seconds and via a410
similar process, will be updated again at t+ 2v, t+ 3v, etc.
6. Simulated Speaker Information Model
6.1. Generating Simulated Speaker Information
The augmented multi-party interaction (AMI) meeting corpus contains a
multi-modal data set consisting of 100 hours of audio meeting recordings [21].415
These recordings can be applied to evaluate the performance of a dominant
speaker identification algorithm. However, the AMI recordings are limited to a
four-point conference scenario. There are no existing publicly available meeting
recordings for 5-point or larger conference scenario, but the proposed Markov
chain algorithm is expected to work for a range of connected clients in a MVC420
session.
The process of creating a database of meeting recordings for a 5-point or
larger conference scenario itself is a delicate task. It may require comprehensive
test and/or role-playing cases under different conditions in order to yield the
desired data sets. Even if such data sets were collected, ground truth references425
to evaluate and isolate transient speech patterns via manual labeling of the
acoustic data risk high levels of variations between different labelers and it is
deemed as problematic [1]. To minimize such variations, a high number of
labelers would be required, to which resources for this task were not available
at the time of this writing.430
Therefore, this sub-section describes a method which generates a set of sim-
ulated loudest speaker information at every t second over a conference duration
of one hour. The simulated speaker information represents either a 3, 4, 5, 7,
9 or 11-point conference scenario. The strategy here adopts a conversational
pattern whereby if a current dominant speaker switches to a new client (e.g.,435
Client A to Client B), the dominant speaker is likely to return back to previous
speaker (i.e., Client A). This condition represents a form of loopback response
(i.e., discussion) during a conversational process. The duration and likelihood
occurrence of this loopback response is controlled using a threshold value and a
pseudorandom token, which is generated for each t during which the simulated440
speaker information is populated.
Algorithm 1 describes the process of generating a set of simulated loudest
speaker information. Each element in TokArr[] refers to a set of threshold tokens
based on the value of |S|. For |S| = 3, TokArr[0] ← {0, 70, 100}, for |S| = 4,
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Algorithm 1 Generating a set of simulated loudest speaker information
Input: TokArr[]:# token array
Input: m← 2: # selected element in array
Initialize: thld← 90, y ← 0, t← 0, j ← 0, l← 3600, X1 = s0
Output: Xt←1:l
1: for (t = 2 : l) do
2: tok0 ← rand()%100
3: if (tok0 6 thld) then
4: Xt = Xt−1, t++, y ++
5: else
6: tok1 ← rand()%100
7: if (tok1 6 thld) then
8: Xt = X(t−y)−1
9: else
10: tok2 ← rand()%100
11: sj = Xt−1, sj ∈ S
12: for (i = 1 : |S| − 1) do
13: if (tok2 > TokArr[m][i− 1]&& tok2 6 TokArr[m][i]) then
14: Xt = s(j+i)%|S| & exit for
15: end if
16: end for
17: end if
18: end if
19: t++, y ← 0
20: end for
TokArr[1] ← {0, 70, 90, 100} and so forth. These threshold tokens are used to445
determine a new loudest speaker at time t, based on the value of a randomly
generated token. The value of m can be modified to reflect the selection of a
different S content in generating the simulated speaker information.
In Algorithm 1, lines 1−18 computes Xt for t = 2 : l (2, 3, 4, · · · , l) with
l = 3600 representing a one hour simulated conversation between |S| number450
of participants at one second intervals. In detail, line 2 assigns a pseudoran-
dom number to the first token, tok0. Lines 3−4 determine if Xt should take
the form of Xt−1 or otherwise. The concept here is to apply a 90% probability
(i.e., thld = 90) of Xt = Xt−1, given that 0 < tok0 6 thld. If tok0 > thld, Xt
no longer takes form of Xt−1, which invokes lines 6−18. Lines 7−8 determine455
if Xt should take the form of Xt−y−1 or otherwise. A similar 90% probability
is applied and compared to a second token, tok1 whereby if 0 < tok1 6 thld,
Xt = X(t−y)−1, which in turn represents a form of a loopback response during a
conversation. Otherwise, Lines 10−14 are executed to randomly assign Xt such
that Xt ∈ S \ {Xt−1}460
Fig. 6 illustrates the usage of Algorithm 1 in generating a sample set of sim-
ulated loudest speaker for t = 1 : 20s, with |S| = 5. At t = 1s, X1 is arbitrarily
assigned to client A. The application of a random token is visible for t > 1s,
where at t = 2s, given that thld = 90 and tok0 6 thld, X2 = X1 = A. This
pattern continues up to t = 8s, where tok0 > thld. This outcome indicates a465
switch in loudest speaker classification. tok1 is generated and compared against
thld (see Line 5 in Algorithm 1) to determine if X8 should take the form of
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Figure 6: Sample population of simulated loudest speaker using Algorithm 1 for t = 1 : 20s,
with |S| = 5.
X(8−y0)−1 or otherwise. Here, tok1 > thld and thus Lines 9−13 are executed
whereby tok2 is generated and compared against each element in TokArr[m],
where m = 2. Given that sj = A at t = 8s and j = 0 (see line 13 in Algorithm470
1), TokArr[m][3] = 95 < tok2 6 TokArr[m][4] = 100 where i = 4 and thus
X8 = s(0+4)%|S| = s4 = E.
At t = 11s, tok0 > thld, which now indicates a second switch in loudest
speaker classification. This time however, tok1 6 thld and thereforeX11 = X7 = A,
representing a simulated response from client A towards the previous con-475
versation of client E. This pattern is repeated again at t = 15s, whereby
X15 = X10 = E. At t = 20s, both tok0 and tok1 exceed thld, thus tok2 is gener-
ated and compared against each element in TokArr[m]. Given that now sj = E
at t = 20s and j = 4, TokArr[m][1] = 70 < tok2 6 TokArr[m][2] = 90 where
i = 2 and thus X20 = s(4+2)%|S| = s1 = B.480
6.2. Confidence Interval in Classifying Transient Speech Patterns
Sub-section A describes the methodology in generating a set of simulated
speaker information. The outcome of Algorithm 1 exhibits different lengths
of speech patterns, as illustrated in Fig. 6. In this figure, client E exhibits
a smaller continuous speech length as the loudest speaker. Specifically, the485
transition of the loudest speaker from client A to E at t = 8s with a 3 second
speech length would suggest that from t = 8 : 10s, client Es identification as the
loudest speaker for this duration is in actuality a transient speech. However,
the same might not be valid at t = 15s, where client E is again identified as the
loudest speaker with a slightly longer 5 second speech length. In general, given490
the variability of speech characteristics in a MVC session, it would be infeasible
to subjectively determine a specific length of transient speech. A more objective
selection would be to analyze the speech length at each transition, in which a
mean speech length, µs is computed as a measure of central tendency where
µs =
1
|Y|
∑
i∈Y
yi (29)
In (29), Y represents a set of speech durations of a loudest speaker during495
a video communication session, with yi ∈ Y. For instance, in Fig. 6, Y would
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contain elements {7, 3, 4, 5, 1} with y0 representing the speech duration of s0
(i.e., client A) at t = 1 : 7s, y1 representing the speech duration of s5 (i.e., client
E) at t = 8 : 10s and so forth. Speech lengths (i.e., yi) that are smaller in value
than µs are then classified as transient speech. However, the length of a MVC500
session is not fixed with durations ranging anywhere between a few minutes to
several hours. Therefore in (29), µs represents a sample mean speech length and
there is no measure of difference between µs and the population mean speech
length, µp. As such, a 95% confidence interval for the mean is computed as an
observed interval, which acts as a good estimate to the unknown µp.505
The lower endpoint, λ of a confidence interval is computed as
λ = X¯ −
(
z ×
σs√
|Y|
)
(30)
where X¯ = µs, σs represents the standard deviation of the sampled Y speech
lengths and z represents the critical value obtained from the Standard Normal
table. z is approximately 1.960 for a 95% confidence interval. λ as determined
from (30) with z = 1.96 is the lowest possible estimate of µp at a 95% confidence510
interval. A reasonable threshold γ below which speech lengths yi are considered
transient speech may then be set as follows: Let ymin represent the smallest
speech length of Y, where ∀yi ∈ Y, ymin > yi. γ is then calculated as
γ = (ymin + λ)/2. (31)
If yi 6 γ, yi would now be classified as a transient speech length. Equation
(31) is used to identify and substitute transient speech content in a dataset of515
simulated speaker information generated using Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 2 describes the process of classifying and substituting transient
speech in simulated speaker data set. Lines 13 iterate each Xt element and
compares it with Xt−1. If Xt = Xt−1, the y counter is increased. Subsequently
when Xt 6= Xt−1, y is compared with γ and if y 6 γ, lines 67 substitute the520
content of Xt from (t − y) + 1 : t with the previous non-transient speech data
of Xt−y.
Fig. 7 revises the illustration of Fig. 6 by using Algorithm 2 to classify and
substitute transient speech content. For t = 8 : 10s, y1 6 γ, which classifies this
speech length as transient and substitutes the elements in this time range with525
that of Xt = Xt−y1 . A similar pattern is also observed for t = 11 : 14s. For
t = 1 : 7s and t = 15 : 19s, both y0 and y3 are larger than γ, thus the speaker
information is left unmodified.
Recall from Section 4 that after every v interval, a decision has to be made on
whether to increase TMCsize to c(t)+u(t), maintain TMCsize at c(t) or reduce530
TMCsize to c(t)− u(t). c(t) is the last TMCsize applied and its determination
has been expounded in the same section. The determination of u(t) is expounded
here. u(t) is the amount by which TMCsize is incremented or decremented.
Similar to c(t), u(t) is periodically updated based on the value of γ at time t as
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Algorithm 2 Classification and substitution of transient speech data
Input: γ using (31)
Initialize: l← 3600, y← 0
Output: Xt←1:l
for (t = 2 : l) do
2: if (Xt = Xt−1) then
y ← y + 1
4: else
if (y 6 γ) then
6: for (j = (t − y) + 1 : t do
Xj ← Xt−y
8: end for
end if
10: y ← 0
end if
12: end for
Figure 7: Sample classification and substitution of transient speech data using Algorithm 2,
assuming γ = 4.
follows:535
u(t) = γ(t) = (ymin + λ(t))/2 (32)
where
λ(t) = X¯ −
(
z ×
σs(t)√
|Yt|
)
(33)
Equations (32) and (33) are similar to (30) and (31), except that λ and γ
now vary with time. Yt in (33) is the set of speech durations of loudest speakers
from time 0 to t and σs(t) is the standard deviation of elements in Yt. Obviously,
lim
t→∞
Yt = Y. With (32), the reduction or expansion of the TMC would either
remove or include significant older speech patterns in computing the predicted540
state probability vectors. This in turn potentially improves both the level of
accuracy in predicting a dominant speaker and reduces misclassification of a
dominant speaker.
7. Performance Assessment
The performance of the Markov chain algorithm and the proposed enhance-545
ment were assessed based on the following criteria: a) Level of accuracy in pre-
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dicting a dominant speaker for a given set of speech information; b) Reduction of
dominant speaker misclassification (i.e., Transient reduction rate) due to tran-
sient speech. To recap, the dominant speaker identification algorithm proposed
by Volfin and Cohen [33] was assessed using simulated concatenated speech550
segments from the TIMIT database [12]. However, the applied 1s boundary
for both long term audio properties and tolerable transition delay differs from
the objectives of this paper, which analyzes speech activities beyond a 1s dura-
tion and conversational patterns in identifying a dominant speaker. Therefore,
the Markov chain algorithm and the proposed enhancement were benchmarked555
against a straightforward approach using a basic SVC, which was described in
Section 3. Each algorithm was analyzed for its accuracy in correctly identifying
dominant speakers in the presence of transient speech patterns. Table 3 lists
the terminologies assigned to the analyzed dominant speaker identification al-
gorithms throughout this section. All of the tested algorithms were developed560
using Visual C++ into a complete software implementation.
7.1. Performance Assessment using Simulated Speaker Information
Table 3: Terminology of the dominant speaker identification algorithms
Terminology Description Settings
B-SVC Straightforward SV Csize = 5
dominant speaker
identification algorithm
using a basic SVC.
MC-Const Markov chain algorithm Initial TMCsize = 50
with constant weights for 20 ≤ TMCsize ≤ 200
SVC and TMC, with a SV Csize = 20
dynamic TMC size. OSV Csize = 3
MC-Lin Markov chain algorithm Initial TMCsize = 50
with linear weights for 20 ≤ TMCsize ≤ 200
SVC and TMC, with a SV Csize = 20
dynamic TMC size. OSV Csize = 3
MC-NonLinPos Markov chain algorithm Initial TMCsize = 50
with non-linear weights 20 ≤ TMCsize ≤ 200
(α > 0) for SVC and SV Csize = 20
TMC, with a dynamic TMC. OSV Csize = 3
size. α = 0.9
MC-NonLinNeg Markov chain algorithm Initial TMCsize = 50
with non-linear weights 20 ≤ TMCsize ≤ 200
(α < 0) for SVC and SV Csize = 20
TMC, with a dynamic TMC. OSV Csize = 3
size. α = −0.9
Using Algorithm 1 and for each case of 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 11 clients, a set
of 50 simulated loudest speaker information were generated, and the average
results were then compiled for analysis. Fig. 8 revises Fig. 7 to illustrate a565
sample computation of the prediction accuracy and transient speech reduction
rate. Each generated data set using Algorithm 1 (i.e., data x (where x = 1 : 50))
represents a one-dimensional array with l number of Xt elements (i.e., t = 1 : l,
where l = 3600s). EachXt element was computed at a one second interval, hence
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Figure 8: Sample computation of the prediction error (i.e., predErrTop1) and transient mis-
predictions (i.e., transientErr).
constituting a one hour simulated conversation. Each data set also includes570
randomly generated transient speech patterns.
The content of data x were then analyzed using a dominant speaker iden-
tification algorithm, which in turn generated a two-dimensional predicted data
set (i.e., data x pred). data x pred contains a pair of speakers where the first
column represents the speaker, which statistically has the highest probability of575
being the dominant speaker at time t, Dt (i.e., most dominant speaker). The
second column represents the speaker with the second highest probability of
being the dominant speaker at time t (i.e., second most dominant speaker). For
the purpose of brevity, the second column is not illustrated in Fig. 8. Note that
the content of data x were also utilized by Algorithm 2 to classify and substi-580
tute transient speech content, which in turn generates a transient free speech
(i.e., cleaned) data set, data x clean. The content of data x, data x clean and
data x pred are then analyzed to determine the level of accuracy in predicting
a dominant speaker and the transient reduction rate. The aim here is for the
content of data x pred to closely match data x clean.585
In analyzing the sample illustration of Fig. 8, for t = 8 : 10s, y1 6 γ, which in
turn classifies this speech length as transient. Therefore data x clean substitutes
the transient speech (i.e., client E) with Xt = Xt−y1 (i.e., client A). The applied
dominant speaker identification algorithm for data x pred is able to accurately
predict Dt = A for t = 8 : 9s. However at t = 10s, D10 is inaccurately predicted590
as client E, which adds to both the transient mispredictions (i.e., transientErr)
and top 1 dominant speaker prediction error (i.e., predErrTop1). A similar
pattern is also illustrated for t = 11 : 12s. For t = 15 : 19s, y3 > γ, which
classify this speech length as non-transient. However, a two second delay is
observed from t = 15 : 16s before Dt is accurately predicted as client E. This595
delay is categorized as a prediction error (i.e., D15:16! = X15:16) and added into
predErrTop1. This delay is also observed at t = 20s. The prediction accuracy
analysis for the top 2 dominant speakers is similar to that of the top 1 dominant
speaker, and hence is not illustrated here.
Note that the computed mispredictions, predErrTop1, considers both the600
errors caused by delays in transitioning from one dominant speaker to another
and misclassification of a dominant speaker during transient speech periods.
Conversely, the computed transientErr only factors in errors caused by mis-
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(a) (b)
Figure 9: Percentage point improvements in (a) top 1 dominant speaker prediction accuracy
and (b) transient reduction rate of MC-Const, MC-Lin, MC-NonLinPos and MC-NonLinNeg
against B-SVC, using the simulated speaker information.
classification of a dominant speaker during transient speech periods. A low
predErrTop1 does not necessarily imply that a dominant speaker identification605
algorithm is able to minimize the impact of transient speech in misclassification
of dominant speakers. Instead, a balance is required whereby a good prediction
accuracy is complimented with an equally robust transient reduction rate.
Table 4 tabulates results of the prediction accuracy and the transient re-
duction rate for the analyzed algorithms in Table 3, based on varying number610
of conference clients (i.e., 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 11 clients). Since each assessment
consists of 50 data sets, an average of the prediction accuracy and transient
reduction rate were tabulated in Table 4. Fig. 9(a) illustrates the percent-
age point improvements in top 1 dominant speaker prediction accuracy of MC-
Const, MC-Lin, MC-NonLinPos and MC-NonLinNeg algorithms against that615
of the benchmark B-SVC algorithm. Fig. 9(b) depicts a similar illustration for
the transient reduction rate.
Table 5 tabulates the average results of the percentage point improvements as
illustrated in Fig. 9 (of all clients) for both top 1 dominant speaker prediction
accuracy and transient reduction rate. In analyzing the performance of the620
benchmark B-SVC algorithm in Table 4, this algorithm correctly predicted the
top 1 dominant speaker at a rate of between 58% and 60% for 3, 4, 5, 7, 9
and 11 clients. Top 2 dominant speakers were accurately predicted at a higher
rate of between 93% and 96%, and misclassification of dominant speakers (i.e.,
Transient reduction rate) were reduced at a rate of between 63% and 65%.625
Recall that the aim of the Markov chain algorithm is to increase the reliability
in accurately predicting a dominant speaker and results of Table 4 and Fig. 9
concurs with these objectives. In detail, the MC-Const registered a higher top
1 dominant speaker prediction accuracy at a rate of about 71%, with an average
12.81 percentage point (pp) increase against B-SVC (see Table 5). Additionally,630
MC-Const also registered higher reductions in misclassification of dominant
speakers at a rate of between 80% and 82%, with an average 17 pp increase
against B-SVC.
Using linear weights, MC-Lin validates the hypothesis of Section 4, whereby
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Table 4: Prediction accuracy and transient reduction rate of (a) B-SVC, MC-Const, MC-Lin
and (b) MC-NonLinPos and MS-NonLinNeg for 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 11 clients
(a)
B-SVC MC-Const MC-Lin
S
Top 1
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Top 2
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Trans-
ient
Reduc-
tion
Rate
(%)
Top 1
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Top 2
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Trans-
ient
Reduc-
tion
Rate
(%)
Top 1
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Top 2
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Trans-
ient
Reduc-
tion
Rate
(%)
3 59.82 96.18 65.30 71.71 99.11 82.37 82.87 99.66 85.80
4 59.11 94.83 65.49 71.51 98.84 81.19 82.68 99.58 84.81
5 58.58 94.08 64.70 71.75 98.63 82.48 82.93 99.46 85.18
7 58.72 93.97 63.53 71.40 98.61 80.70 82.73 99.45 84.39
9 58.15 93.52 64.13 71.47 98.64 82.00 82.91 99.43 84.95
11 58.16 93.75 65.42 71.56 98.64 82.32 82.91 99.48 85.57
(b)
MC-NonLinPos MC-NonLinNeg
S
Top 1
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Top 2
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Trans-
ient
Reduc-
tion
Rate
(%)
Top 1
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Top 2
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Trans-
ient
Reduc-
tion
Rate
(%)
3 81.19 99.61 86.88 84.67 99.70 83.06
4 81.03 99.51 85.97 84.43 99.63 82.10
5 81.27 99.40 86.44 84.66 99.52 82.32
7 81.05 99.39 85.59 84.52 99.51 81.52
9 81.24 99.36 86.25 84.62 99.49 82.08
11 81.21 99.41 86.79 84.64 99.53 82.42
Table 5: Average percentage point improvements (of all clients) for both top 1 dominant
speaker prediction accuracy and transient reduction rate of the Markov Chain algorithms
against B-SVC
Algorithm Average improvements in Average improvements
top 1 dominant speaker in transient reduction
prediction accuracy rate
MC-Const 12.81 pp 17.08 pp
MC-Lin 24.08 pp 20.35 pp
MC-NonLinPos 22.41 pp 21.56 pp
MC-NonLinNeg 25.83 pp 18.48 pp
in Tables 4 and 5 and in Fig. 9, the level of accuracy in predicting the most635
dominant speaker substantially increased at a rate of about 82%, and with an
average 24 pp increase against B-SVC. In addition, reductions in misclassifica-
tion of dominant speakers notably improved to a high of 86% with an average
20.35 pp increase against B-SVC.
Using non linear weights, MC-NonLinPos registered an average 22.41 pp640
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increase against B-SVC in in top 1 prediction accuracy (see Table 5), which is
about 2 points lower than MC-Lins average improvements against B-SVC. This
dip is attributed towards a positive exponential growth constant (i.e., α = 0.9) in
MC-NonLinPos, which corresponds to a slower response identifying the change
in dominant speaker. Nonetheless, a positive α in MC-NonLinPos marginally645
improves reductions in misclassifications of a dominant speaker with an average
21.56 pp increase against B-SVC, which is about 1.2 points higher thanMC-Lins
average improvements against B-SVC. MC-NonLinNeg registered the highest
performance in top 1 dominant speaker prediction accuracy at 84%, and with
an average 25.83 pp increase against B-SVC. The negative exponential growth650
constant (i.e., α = −0.9) in MC-NonLinNeg translates into a faster response in
identifying changes between dominant speakers, albeit at the expense of higher
susceptibility towards transient speech patterns. Consequently, MC-NonLinNeg
registered an average 18.48 pp increase against B-SVC in transient reduction
rates, which is about 3 points lower thanMC-NonLinPoss average improvements655
against B-SVC.
7.2. Performance Assessment using AMI Meeting Corpus Speaker Data
The preceding sub-section assessed the Markov chain algorithm and the pro-
posed enhancement against the benchmark B-SVC algorithm using a set of
simulated speaker information. Results from this assessment demonstrate sub-660
stantial improvements in both the level of accuracy in predicting a dominant
speaker and transient reduction rates.
To further validate the performance of the aforementioned algorithms, this
subsection analyses the performance of these algorithms by using a set of recorded
meeting conversations from the AMI Meeting Corpus database. These meeting665
conversations were recorded as face-to-face conversations between a maximum
of four individuals in a single room, which was setup for both close-talking
and far-field audio recording. A face-to-face conversation would typically indi-
cate a quicker conversational response than that of teleconference conversation.
Nevertheless, AMI meeting conversations represent a collection of scenario and670
non-scenario based conversations, which includes speech patterns that can be
objectively classified as transient using Algorithm 2.
In addition, the AMI database provides classification of a recorded meeting
conversation into individual headsets (a maximum of four). These individual
recordings can then be used to emulate a teleconference conversation. Hence, a675
sample of three non-scenario based: EN2002a (l = 2142s), EN2006a (l = 3525s)
and EN2006b (l = 3052s), and three scenario based: ES2006a (l = 1284s),
ES2013c (l = 2358s) and ES2016c (l = 2308s) meeting recordings were applied
for this analysis. The scenario based meetings are controlled based meetings
with specific individual functions and goals. The non-scenario meetings are680
naturally occurring meetings in a variety of modes. As each recorded meeting
is restricted to a maximum of four participants, |S| is fixed at four for the
rest of this sub-section. A similar methodology as described in the preceding
sub-section was applied to compute the prediction accuracy and transient rate
reduction of the algorithms in Table 3 using the sample AMI meeting recordings.685
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Since the AMI meeting recordings were used instead of a simulated speaker
information, Algorithm 1 is not applied in this sub-section. Instead, (1) was
applied for each sampled AMI waveform audio recording to compute Xt for
t = 1 : l.
The AMI meeting recording data were then channeled into Algorithm 2690
to classify and substitute transient speech content, which in turn generated
a transient free speech data set, (e.g., EN2002a clean). Each recording was
also fed into the analyzed dominant speaker identification algorithms, which
generates a predicted two-dimensional data set (e.g., EN2002a pred), with a
similar content layout as described in the preceding sub-section (See Fig. 8).695
The content of the AMI meeting recording data, cleaned data and predicted data
were then analyzed to determine the level of accuracy in predicting a dominant
speaker and the transient reduction rate.
Table 6: Prediction accuracy and transient reduction rate assessment of (a) B-SVC, MC-
Const, MC-Lin and (b) MC-NonLinPos and MS-NonLinNeg, for EN2002a, EN2006a,
EN2006b, ES2006a, ES2013c and ES2016c
(a)
B-SVC MC-Const MC-Lin
S = 4
Top 1
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Top 2
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Trans-
ient
Reduc-
tion
Rate
(%)
Top 1
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Top 2
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Trans-
ient
Reduc-
tion
Rate
(%)
Top 1
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Top 2
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Trans-
ient
Reduc-
tion
Rate
(%)
EN2006a 63.15 86.57 66.87 67.95 92.61 72.15 77.59 96.78 80.55
EN2006b 77.72 93.71 76.99 77.76 96.84 79.63 82.15 98.60 81.26
EN2002a 49.74 78.36 50.00 64.84 91.73 70.38 78.02 96.70 82.34
ES2006a 71.90 91.74 57.78 75.71 94.90 62.22 85.34 98.46 80.00
ES2013c 74.49 90.52 54.85 82.03 95.11 75.75 89.43 97.88 83.21
ES2016c 83.80 95.53 73.64 89.15 97.52 86.36 93.09 98.89 82.73
(b)
MC-NonLinPos MC-NonLinNeg
S = 4
Top 1
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Top 2
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Trans-
ient
Reduc-
tion
Rate
(%)
Top 1
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Top 2
Domi-
nant
Speaker
Accu-
racy
(%)
Trans-
ient
Reduc-
tion
Rate
(%)
EN2006a 75.43 96.03 78.87 79.20 96.89 80.07
EN2006b 81.29 98.30 81.67 83.88 98.87 81.67
EN2002a 76.45 96.61 82.34 81.13 96.99 80.98
ES2006a 83.64 98.22 77.22 87.04 98.46 80.00
ES2013c 88.22 97.57 82.09 90.39 97.92 80.97
ES2016c 92.83 98.80 85.00 93.98 98.80 81.36
Table 6 compiles results of the prediction accuracy and the transient re-
duction rate for the analyzed algorithms in Table 3, based on the sampled700
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Table 7: Average percentage point improvements (AMI Recordings) for both top 1 dominant
speaker prediction accuracy and transient reduction rate of the Markov Chain algorithms
against B-SVC
Algorithm Average improvements in Average improvements
top 1 dominant speaker in transient reduction
prediction accuracy rate
MC-Const 6.32 pp 12.01 pp
MC-Lin 14.11 pp 18.36 pp
MC-NonLinPos 12.86 pp 17.76 pp
MC-NonLinNeg 16.80 pp 17.50 pp
(a)
(b)
Figure 10: Percentage point improvements in (a) top 1 dominant speaker prediction accuracy
and (b) transient reduction rate of MC-Const, MC-Lin, MC-NonLinPos and MC-NonLinNeg
against B-SVC, using sample recordings from the AMI Meeting Corpus database.
AMI meeting recordings. Fig. 10(a) illustrates the percentage point improve-
ments in top 1 dominant speaker prediction accuracy of MC-Const, MC-Lin,
MC-NonLinPos and MC-NonLinNeg algorithms against that of the benchmark
B-SVC algorithm. Fig. 10(b) depicts a similar illustration for the transient
reduction rate. Table 7 tabulates the averages results of the percentage point705
improvements as illustrated in Fig. 10 (of all sample AMI meeting recordings)
for both top 1 dominant speaker prediction accuracy and transient reduction
rate.
In analysing the performance of the benchmark B-SVC algorithm in Table 6,
this algorithm accurately predicted the top 1 dominant speaker at a rate between710
49% and 84% for the sampled AMI meeting recordings. Top 2 dominant speakers
were accurately predicted at a higher rate between 78% and 95%. In addition,
transient reduction were registered at a rate between 50% and 77%. The Markov
chain algorithms registered significant improvements in the prediction accuracy
and higher reductions in misclassification of dominant speakers. Specifically,715
MC-Const registered a higher top 1 prediction accuracy between 67% and 89%
for the sampled AMI meeting recordings. This constitutes an average 6.32 pp
increase in prediction accuracy against B-SVC (see Table 7). Additionally, MC-
Const also registered higher transient reduction at a rate of between 70% and
86%, which translates into an average 12 pp increase against B-SVC.720
Similarly, the usage of Markov chain with weight coefficients (linear and non
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linear) for the sampled AMI meeting recordings also registered substantial im-
provements in both prediction accuracy and transient rate reduction. In detail,
MC-Lin increases top 1 prediction accuracy at a rate of between 77% and 93%
with an average 14.11 pp increase against B-SVC. In addition, reductions in725
misclassification of dominant speakers notably improved to a high of 82.7% for
ES2016c with an overall average 18.36 pp increase against B-SVC. A similar
dip in the top 1 dominant speaker predicition accuracy as previously observed
in Table 4 is also observed in Table 6 for the MC-NonLinPos algorithm, with a
smaller average increase rate of 12.86 pp against B-SVC. To reiterate, this dip is730
attributed towards in MC-NonLinPos, which corresponds to a slower response
in identifying changes in a dominant speaker. The MC-NonLinNeg algorithm
registered the highest performance in top 1 dominant speaker prediction accu-
racy with results ranging between 79% and 93%, and with an average 16.8 pp
increase against B-SVC. This algorithm also registered high transient reduction735
rates with an average 17.50 pp increase against B-SVC.
8. Conclusion
8.1. Summary of Contributions
A discrete-time Markov chain algorithm is proposed to accurately predict a
dominant speaker in a multipoint video communication session. The proposed740
method here addresses the impact of variability in speech characteristics due to
transient speech or noise patterns during a MVC session. The proposed method
applies a transition probability matrix which statistically defines the probabili-
ties of speech transitions from one speaker to another speaker. Coupled with an
initial state vector, the statistical properties of the system’s future is predicted,745
in which these properties are computed and used to identify a dominant speaker.
To enhance the responsiveness of this algorithm towards changes in dominant
speakers, a set of state and transition weights were proposed for both SVC and
TMC respectively.
In addition, the variability of speech characteristics during a video com-750
munication session necessitates the need to dynamically resize the transition
probability matrix container (i.e., TMC). Hence, an observed state vector is pe-
riodically compared with a set of previously predicted state probability vectors
for a reduced, maintained and expanded TMC. The predicted state probability
vector that closely matches the observed state vector defines the revised size755
of the TMC. The Markov chain algorithms with a dynamically resized TMC
were assessed using a set of simulated speaker information and a set of sampled
AMI meeting recordings. Results from these assessments demonstrates that the
proposed enhanced Markov chain algorithm exhibits significant improvements
in prediction accuracies and transient reduction rates against a benchmarked760
basic state vector approach.
Results in Fig. 9 suggest a closer results correlation between the tested
number of simulated conference clients (i.e., 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 11 clients). This
correlation is indeed lower in 10. These differences are due to the lack of natural
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cues in the artificially simulated (generated) speaker data set. Reason being is765
that the simulated speaker data algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 1) focuses on incor-
porating loopback responses between clients in a typical video communication
session. This algorithm does not factor in natural cues in generating the artifi-
cial loudest speech pattern. Due to the lack of resources to record speech data
for large numbers of conference clients, the idea of Algorithm 1 is to generate770
an artificial loudest speaker data set for large numbers of conference clients to
observe the level of accuracy and transient reduction using both the proposed
Markov chain and benchmark dominant speaker detection algorithms.
Relying purely on an artificial speaker data set to measure the reliability
of the proposed Markov chain algorithm is insufficient. As such, sub section775
7.2 utilizes a sample of recorded speech data from the AMI meeting corpus
with each recording consisting of a maximum of four endpoint clients. On top
of the loopback responses, the AMI meeting recordings also include varying
natural cues for each recording, which are not visible in Algorithm 1. Hence,
the percentage point improvements using the AMI recordings in 10 exhibits780
smaller levels of correlation to that of 9.
8.2. Future Work
A Markov chain captures the next simplest sort of dependence where the
probability distribution of a next state depends only on the current state. Hence,
for future work, a higher amount of memory could be included into these states785
by using a higher order Markov chain. A higher order Markov chain could
potentially improve on the statistical analysis of conversational patterns in a
video communication session. This in turn would yield a faster transition time
for genuine dominant speaker, which could improve both prediction accuracies
and transient reduction rates.790
In addition, the proposed dynamic transition window algorithm was designed
to adaptively adjust the value of TMCsize, within a range of between 20 and
200 elements which was defined during performance assessment. This algorithm
could be expanded to adaptively adjust the value of SV Csize. However, by doing
so, this process would now require generating an additional three sets of state795
probability vectors for a reduced, maintained and expanded SVC. Then, each
state probability vector would be applied into (22) - (26) to compute the distance
between the observed and state probability vectors for a reduced, maintained
and expanded TMC. These additional procedures increases the computational
complexities of the dynamic transition window algorithm, to which the impact800
of this method on the prediction accuracy and reduction in dominant speaker
misclassification could indeed be further explored. Methods to dynamically
modify the values of OSV Csize and the exponential decay constant (i.e., α)
could also be beneficial in improving both the prediction accuracies and transient
reduction rates.805
Apart form enhancements to the Markov chain algorithm, natural cues in-
cluding voice intonation, special words and speech expressions were not applied
in this paper as part of detecting a dominant speaker or a switch between
speakers. The reason being is that such methods would require a deeper speech
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context analysis of each conference endpoint client, which in turn could also810
risk being computationally expensive as a real-time system for a large number
of conference participants. Nevertheless, these techniques could be indeed be
explored to compliment the proposed solution here.
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